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FORTNIGHTLY NEWSFEED

Welcome to week 8

We are all juggling a variety of responsibilities at present, but hope that you are finding space

to enjoy your studies. At Stirling, we're excited to be offering a wide range of online study

options for the upcoming months - see below!  

Remember reach out to your lecturers if there is anything you need to discuss.

Introducing Online Student Central:

The Stirling homepage now has a range of resources available from one centralised location.  

Whole Community Devotions
 

Wed 6th May, 9am: Rob Nyhuis (EO, Churches of Christ VIC/TAS)

Tues 12th May, 9am: Sarah Bacaller

To join the devotion, click here

This will take you to the Academic Skills page on ARK.

The Zoom link will appear 5 minutes before devotions begin. 

UPCOMING EVENTS

6 May

Higher Degree Research: Research Seminar (10am–1pm) 

                   Stirling Winter School Online: Information webinar (6–6.30pm) 

11 May

Stirling Winter School Online 

Orientation: 6–7pm

 
13 & 14 May

Counselling Courses: Information Webinars

(Email cwouters@stirling.edu.au for more info)

 
20 May

Semester 2: Open Night (online) 6–7.30pm

20–27 May

Intensive: Lessons from John Wesley

(Mick Duncan)

9–12 June

University of Divinity Research Conference

Come and hear UD students and faculty present research

More intensives coming up in July & August

See Stirling on Facebook & Semester 2 Timetable

PUBLICATION NEWS
 

Writing, research and publishing are a significant part of the academic journey, allowing us to

participate in social discourse on important issues, and to contribute with unique research. Stirling

celebrates the following recent publications: 

 
 Congratulations Brian Macallan: 'Getting off the Omnibus: Rejecting free will and

soul-making responses to the problem of evil' (Jan 2020) in Open Theology journal.

Open access, view here. 

Congratulations Stephen Curkpatrick: 'A Comic Wake: Extrapolations from Acts' on

Audible & iTunes. View here.

Congratulations Karen Yunia: An Indonesia translation of Stephen Curkpatrick's

'Discovering Parables by Increments' recently published by STTJKI (Churches of Christ

College in Indonesia), with foreword by Dr. Hery Susanto

Congratulations Kerrie Handasyde:  ‘Stories of Lost and Found: Finding a Home in

Australian Children’s Religious Literature’ in the Uniting Church National Historical

Society Conference Proceedings (2019). Available online here. 

Congratulations Graham Hill: Graham's new book Holding up Half the Sky: A Biblical Case

for Women Leading and Teaching in the Church has just been released by Wipf & Stock.

Featuring forewords from Grace Ji-Sun Kim and Margaret Mowczko

 

 
COMMUNITY

WEEKLY REFLECTION -
Read the latest Stirling community reflection: 'Hey! Listen!'  by Gordon Stirling
 

RESOURCES FOR ONLINE STUDY: 

You will have recently received emails on: 

- Extensions
- Academic Integrity 

Please pay close attention to these and let us know if you
need further information.

From the Academic Dean, John Capper: 

 Learning, working and meeting in this Covid-19
time have shifted dramatically, with meetings
moving online from the Boardroom, classes in
cyberspace rather than classrooms, and casual

conversations out of the staffroom and into the family room.
This can be massively stressful – it seems more for some than
others. Whether you are stressed yourself or not, some you
meet with and possibly those you live with will be feeling the
pressure.
Here are two articles that may help. The first, from a US
seminary academic, picks up the learning dimension well (click
here). 
The second, from Psychology Today, also adds insights (click
here).
Technology sabbaths are something I have tried to develop
over weekends. Keep connected, and keep cool! John

CONTACT 

Course enquiries: admin@stirling.edu.au

Dean of Students: Angela Sawyer asawyer@stirling.edu.au

Newsletter contributions or suggestions:

Sarah Bacaller sbacaller@stirling.edu.au 
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